Instruction Manual

00869 Barbecue Thermometer/Timer

FEATURES:
- RF433MHz Wireless temperature transmission for convenient BBQ or oven cooking
- 3-line LCD shows cook temperature, set temperature an timer for BBQ or Oven cooking.
- Remote Pager with LCD showing Timer or Clock
- Compact wireless remote pager with temperature alert, timer, and clock functions
- Temperature alert for both main unit and remote pager
- Double magnet for metal surface attachment
- Remote Pager out of range alert, 100 ft transmission range, FCC complied
- Metal Probe wide temperature range 14 F to 392 F (-10 C to 200 C)
- Low battery indicator
- Main unit requires 2 – “AAA” batteries
- Remote pager requires 2 – “AAA” batteries

Name/ Function of Buttons

1. Transmitter Main Unit:
   - Button: Press functions
   - MODE: Select Timer/Clock
   - +, HR: Temp advance, HR advance
   - -, MIN: Temp backward, MIN advance
   - HR & MIN: Press at same time to clear timer
   - START/STOP: Timer start/ stop
   - ON/OFF: Slide switch turn power on/off
   - ALARM: Slide switch turn temp alarm on/off

4. To Set Temperature for the main unit:
   - Press the MODE button to display clock
   - Press + or – to adjust the desired temperature. Fast advance feature available. Hold + or – down for 2 seconds to activate fast advance.
   - Press MODE to confirm

5. To Set Timer for the main unit:
   - Press the MODE button to display timer
   - Press HR or MIN to enter desired count down time. Fast advance feature available.
   - Press HR or MIN down for 2 seconds to activate fast advance.
   - Press Start/Stop to start and stop timer.
   - To reset timer, stop the timer then press HR and MIN at the same time.

6. To set the timer on the Remote Pager
   - Press the MODE button to display timer
   - Press HR or MIN to enter desired count down time.
   - Press HR or MIN down for 2 seconds to activate fast advance.
   - Press Start/Stop to start and stop timer.
   - To reset timer, stop the timer then press HR and MIN at the same time.

The Main Unit will sound an alarm when the probe is at the desired temperature or when the count down timer is complete.

The remote pager will sound an alarm when 4 different situations occur: when the remote pager and the main unit is out of range, when the main unit probe is at the desired temperature, when the main unit count down timer is complete, or when the remote pager count down timer is complete. Note: The main unit count down timer and remote pager count down timer is not synchronized and therefore the alarm on the remote pager will sound when the main unit count down timer is complete OR when the remote pager count down timer is complete.

Meat-Taste temperature table is printed on the back of the main unit.

TO SAVE BATTERIES PLEASE TURN POWER TO OFF AFTER USE.